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Jackson Combination Sheaf Loader and Carrier
Is Warranted to Save More Grain and to do the Work Cheaper and Better than can be done in any other way

No Stook Teams or Wagons Required No Army of Men and Teams to Board
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We sell our machine (Iwct to the user, with just as little expense 
a* possible.
We sell only to resfionsible parties, and the man who pays for 
his machine does not'pay for some other fellow’s. By putting 
pur machine on the market in this way. we are able to sell it 
at a remarkably low figure.
Terms upon which our machines are sold are as follows:

If paid for in July, 1915, cash with order $680 00 
If paid for in August, 1915, cash with order 690 00 

or $250 with order, $450 after 2 days’ trial.
I he above price list at first sight may seem new or strange to 
most people, but here is the idea : the man who pays fat his machine 
with the order is entitled to a discount, as it saves us a great deal 
of unnecessary expense. It places both the buyer and ourselves 
in such a (losition that we know exactly where we are at. It 
also saves the purchaser from dunning letters and collectors. 
In short, we believe it is the only proper method of doing business. 
Be sure and see our Lxhibit at the Brandon and Regina Fairs. 
We are only building a limited number of these machines this 
season and farmers who are contemplating buying our machine 
would do well to get their order in early.

DESCRIPTION OF MACHINE

The Jackson Combination Loader and Carrier consists of a 
loading device and a dump rack. The rack, or box, which carries 
the sheaves is 8 feet wide and 12 feet long, and can be loaded 
to a depth of 7 feet average, and contains 672 cubic feet and 
holds from 300 to 323 average sheaves.

The machine is drawn by four horses, two horses on each side 
of the stooks. The whiffle-trees are attached to a cable which 
passes round a sheaf on each side and absolutely overcomes 
side draught.

The front wheels are the castor type, with 4-inch tyres and 20 
inches in diameter. The rack or box is carried on two steel 
wheels 6 inchTace and 4 feet diameter. Each wheel is equipped 
with a clutch which is fastened to the axle, which runs all the 
time and which insures the proper speed -to the pick-up at all 
times, entirely^ preventing the knocking over of any sheaves.

Each time our machine dumps its load it does so leaving the 
machine practically as clean as a dish, thus preventing the 
waste of grain and the spreâding of weed seeds.
Light draught, because our machine is carried on the best wheels 
obtainable. Absolutely no side draught.
We only'carry the sheaves 16 feet before delivering into the box. 
The mechanical construction of our machine is such that we have 
no gears to cut, no lost power, and only three chains on the entire 
machine. 1 he machine is a model of simplicity.
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THF ni n WAY OK DELIVERING the sheaves from 1 nL ULU Nr A I - the stook to the feeder

6 stook ten ma at $5 $30 00
4 pile here at |3 12 00
Hoard of 10 men at SO* 5 00
Hoard of 12 horeee at 2Sc . 3 00
Trouble and eipenee in getting gang and keeping 5 00
I-nee through not being able to keep machine fully supplied with sheoves 10 00

Total $65 00

JACKSON COMBINATION
V^rnachine, 1 man and 4 horses 
2 pitchers
Board for 4 horîea at 25c.
Board for 3 men at 50c.

Total

A saving of $49 50 per day.
We also guarantee to save $60 per day in grain, or of $1-10 per day.

WAY OF DELIVERING THE SHEAVES 
FROM THE STOOK TO THE FEEDER

$ 7 00 
6 00 
1 00

. 1 50

$15 50

Mr Nele Js'kaon. Brandon
Alameda. Saak . March 4, 1915.-

Mv dear Mr lack eon I am glad to hear that the changea you have made on the 
I .*>a<ler have proved successful I Would |uet like to eav that alter uaing your Loader for 
the peat season, which we used through to the last and we had a week's .anger run than 
the average mi.I here we are satisfied that after a few minor parts have been strengthened 
ami altered, you have the l>eet Loader on the market, and art implement that no thresher 

: can afford to l»e without I fancy it would be a g«*od time to give demonstrations here 
Mote seeding, as during threshing time men most interested are too busy to leave their
own rigs lo see >1..^------< nine aluag «n> time and I will I» read* for vm With *h*4Ge«-
and horse* I ran notify most «if the threshers in the country at any minute by phone 
Mould like t«i have a short notice in the paper which is issued on Thursday of the ap
pose* king demonstration Yourgin haste A PAUL

Brandon. Man. Feb. 17. 1915.
The Jackson Combination Sheaf Loader and Carrier. .

Gentlemen After using your Loader for the entire season, I am thoroughly convinced 

that it fills the warranty in every particular, and that it will do all you claim for it. I 
would not thresh again without your Loader and Carrier. I consider it just as important 
to a thresher as a binder is to a farmer This machine saves so much gr».n
curtails the sprea ling of weed seeds to such an extent, that I do not believe anyone can 
afford to be without it Yours truly,

j OTTO LAW.

If you art interested in batter and imre efficient threshing, and if you are tired of the present waste of grain and the many labor 
troubles which everyone has. buy this machine. It it a blessing to the farmers of Western Canada and will make good our every claim

Jackson Combination Sheaf Loader and Carrier - Brandon, Man.
COME AND SEE OUR EXHIBIT AT THE BRANDON AND REGINA FAIRS
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